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Attached is my "Written Indication of Testimony", in t,he event I am
permitted to testify at todayrs public "hearing" in Brooklyn. A finalized
written statement, incorporating this draft, wil l be submitted prior to
the October L5, 2001 cut*off date for public comment on the new draft
rules governing judicial conduct and disabil ity proceedings.

Thank you.
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DRAFT STATEMENT

September 27. 2007 Public "Hearing" on the Draft Rules
Governing Judicial Conduct and Disabili(v Proceedings" Brooklyn. New York

My name is Elena Ruth Sassower and I am director and co-founder of the the Center fbr Judicial
Accountability, Inc. (CJA), a national, non-partisan, nonprofit citizens' organization, whose
purpose is to ensure that the processes of .iudicial selection and discipline are effective and
meaningful. Since 1993. CJA has been documenting the corruption of federal iudicial discipl ine.
Tliis specifically includes the JLrdicial Conduct and Disability Act, now codifled under 28 USC

S$351-364, wliose new draft rules are the subject of this hearing.

CJA's l4-year advocacyr has largely focused on the fbderal judiciary's gutting of the Act,
accomplished by its Illustrative Rules which materially changed the Act's statutory provisions.
Among the most prejudicial of these changes: mandating dismissal of "merits-related" complaints,
although the statute makes dismissal discretionary. and shrouding the dismissed complaints in
confidentiality, thereby preventing them from being independently examined by the public and by
Congress. The draft rules replicate these violations.

The Commentary to draft Rule 1 (p. 2) identifies the genesis of the draft rules. They are the
response of the .ludicial Conference Cornmittee on .ludicial Conduct and Disability to the Breyer
Committee report. The Breyer Committee is desclibed by the Commentary as having been formed
by Chief .lustice Rehnquist in 2004 "in response to criticisrn from the public and the Congress
regarding the ef'fectiveness of the Act's implementation". Although the specifics of this
"criticism" are not identified, examination of the documents r"rnderlying CJA's Febrr.rary 12,2004
letter to Chief Justice Rehnquist and related correspondence to the Associate Justices" including
Justice Breyer. and key members of Congress, would support a view that if such explosive
documents did not force the Chief Justice to set up a committee to evaluate the federal.iudiciary's
implementation of the Act, they certainly should have.

According to the Commentary,

"The Breyer Committee found that it could not evaluate implementation of the Act
without establishing interpretive standards...and that a major problem faced by
chief circuit judges in implementing the Act was the lack of authoritative
interpretive standards.... The Breyer Committee then established standards to guide

'  Such advocacy is reflected by a mountain of documents posted on CJA's website,
wwwjr"rdgewatch.org - nlost conveniently accessible via its sidebar panel "Judicial Discipline-Federal".



its evaluations, some of w'hich were new formulations and some of which were
taken from the 'Illustrative Rules Governing Complaints of Judicial Misconduct and
Disability.

Based on the findings of the Breyer Committee, the Judicial Conference
Committee on Judicial Conduct and Disability concluded that there was a need for
the Judicial Conference to exercise its power under the Act to fashion standards to
provide guidance to the various officers and bodies who must exercise
responsibility under the Act. To that end, the Judicial Conference Committee
proposed rules that were based largely on Appendix E of the Breyer Report and the
Illustrative Rules."

Unexplained by this Commentary - as likewise by the Breyer Reporl - is why the federal judiciary,
whose bread-and-butter work is interpreting constitutional, statutory, and rule provisions and
embodying these interpretations in caselaw, did not build "authoritative interpretive standards" for
the Act in the quarter century since Congress passed it in 1980. As highlighted by C.lA's article,
"Withoul Merit: The Entpty Promise of Judicial Discipline" (The Long Term View (Massachusetts
School of Law (Vol. 4, No. 1 (summer 1997)), published ten years ago, the explanation is that the
federal judiciary intentionally kept the rules vague so as to more freely dump judicial misconduct
complaints on "merits-related" grounds.

Neither the Commentary, the draft rules, nor any prefatory notice explicitly identify that the draft
rules will replace the Illustrative Rules and the Circr,rit-modifications of those Rules, presently in
use. Rather, draft Rule 2 (at p. 3) ambiguously states: "Notwithstanding any rule of a circuit to the
contrary, these Rules are to be deemed mandatory". The Commentary then identifies "Unlike the
Illustrative Rules, these Rules provide mandatory and nationally uniform provisions governing the
substantive and procedural aspects of misconduct and disability proceedings under the Act."

Insofar as formatting, the drafl rules are a step backward. Unlike the Illustrative Rules, they are
not "user-friendly" - at least not if the intended user is the complainant. This is immediately
apparent by placing the draft rules alongside the Illustrative Rules. That the Illustrative Rules -
and their modifications by the Circuits - are geared to the complainant is evident from their
explanatory "Preface" (p. 1) and the first two Rules, respectively entitled: "Filing a Complaint"
(pp. 3-4) and "How to File a Complaint" (pp. 7-9), containing the information of immediate
interest to would-be complainants. Likewise the Commentary, whose first section heading bears
the title "Advice to Prospective Complainants on Use of the Complaint Procedure" (p. 5).

By contrast. the draft rules begin with a technical one-sentence "Preface"(p. 1), followed by four
rules respectively entitled "Scope" (p.2), "Effbct and Construction" (p. 3), "Definitions" (pp. 3-4),
and "Covered Judges" (p. 7). These are all part of its Article I of "General Provisions"(pp.2-8). It
is not until Article II (pp. 8-14), entitled "Initiation of a Complaint", that much of the "how-to"
information of the first two Illustrative Rules appears - and even then it preceded by a rule
pertaining not to cornplainants, but to a chief judge's "ldentification of a Complaint" (at p. 8).
Adding to this, the Commentary to the draft Rules is not broken down by any helpful section
headings, thereby requiring a reader to wade through Commentary in which he may not be
interested so as to find. ol not find, the Commentary which he seeks. .



Substantively, the most significant of the draft rules are in Article III, entitled "Review of a
Complaint by the Chief Judge" (pp. la-20) and Article V, entitled "Judicial Council Review" (pp.
27-30). This, because virtually 100% of complaints are dismissed by chief circuit judges, whose
dispositions are upheld by the circuit judicial councils nearly 100% of the time. The other rules
are simply irrelevant to the average complainant: Articles IV and VI pertaining to "lnvestigation
and Report by Special Committee" (pp. 20-27) and "Review by .ludicial Confbrence Committee on
Conduct and Disabil i ty Judicial Council  Review" (pp. 33-36), as, l ikewise, Rule 20 (pp. 30-33) of
Arlicle VI pcrtaining to ".luclicial Council Consideratior-r of Reports and Recomnrendations of
Special Committees". Certainly, too, the average complainant has little use for the "Miscellaneous
Rules", contained in Article VII (pp. 36-47).

Since the vast niajority of complaints are dismissed by chief judges on grounds that they are
"directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling", the draft rules pertaining to
"merits-relatedness" are the rnost imporlant by far. 1'hey cannot be approved by the .ludicial
Conf-erence. as they violate the.ludicial Conduct and Disability Act..

28 U.S.C. $352(bXl XAXii)" whose t i t le is "Action by C'hief .h-rdge Following Review". does NOT
require that a "rnerits-related" complaint be dismissed. Rather. it states:

"the chief.judge, by writter-r order stating his or her reasons. may (1) dismiss the
complaint - (A) i f  the chiefiudge f inds the cornplaint to be - ( i i )  directly related to
the merits of a decision or procedural ruling". (underlining added).

Yet, draft Rr-rle I I, entitled "l{evier,v by the Chief .ludge". removes the discretion that the statute
confers by its use of the worcl "rray". Rather. draft Rr-rie I 1 - the only rule in Article lll
declares, in nrandatory language:

"(b) A complaint must be dismissed in whole or in part to the extent that the chief
circuit. iudge concIudes that the complaint:

(2) is directly relatecl to the merits of a decision or procedural
rul i ng". ( urnclerl ini r-rg aclc'lccl).

The phase "must be dismissed" is even n'r.ore enrphatic than the improper "will be dismissed".
which is how it appears in illr"rstrative Rule 4, adopted by most of the Circuits.r Such mandatory
language can only serve to mislead and discourage complainants as to the reach of the Act.
Likewise. the categorical initial language of draft Rule 3(b)(l), which is part of Article I. Its
materially incornplete "Definition" of "Misconduct" is exacerbated by its subsection (A), entitled
"Exclusions":

"(i) Allegations that are directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural
ruling are excluded tiorn the definition of misconduct. Any allegation that calls
into question the correctness of a ruling of a judge, including a failure to recuse,

'  See Rr-r le 4 of the Rr"r les of the Second, Third, Fourlh,  Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Tent lr ,  Distr ict  of
ColLrmbia. and F-ederal  CircLr i ts.



without more, is merits related. However, a complaint that involves both the merits
and an improper motive. e.9.. a bribe, ex parte contact, racial or ethnic bias, or
improper conduct in rendering a decision or ruling, such as personally derogatory
remarks irrelevant to the issues, is excluded only to the extent it attacks the merits."
(underlining added to "without more").

Just as the mandatory "must" in draft Rule 11(c)(2) will have to be replaced with the discretionary
"may" so as not to violate the Act, so, too, the first sentence of the "Exclusions" of draft Rule
3(bXlXAXi) will have to be revised to reflect that the Act does not compel dismissal of
complaints "directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling". As to the second
sentence, the words "without more" are unnecessarily vague. They should be replaced by
identifying what the "without more" consists of, namely, the "improper motive", referred to in the
third sentence of 3(b)(1XAXi) The revised second sentence might then read:

"Any allegation that calls into question the corlectness of a ruling of a judge,
including a failure to recuse. is merits related, absent an allegation of improper
motive."

Additionally, if the intent of the new rules is to provide guidance to complainants andiudges with
respect to when iuclicial decisions and rulings are cognizable under the Act, these rules should
identify that where a complaint alleges that decisions and rulings are not merely 'owrong", but
fraudulent in knowingly and deliberately falsifying and omitting the material facts on which the
outcome pivots and/or flying in the face of controlling, black-letter law, it is covered by the Act. It
might further explain that such indefensible decisions and rulings, particularly when adhered to by
the judge on reargument. are, if not a manifestation of incompetence, then a manifestation of
improper motive and bias. This is appropriately included in draft Rule 3(b)(l)'s examples of
"Misconduct", whose closest match in the present list are as "violations of the standards ofjudicial
conduct" and "abuses ofjudicial oftce" - which are too euphemistic to have any value.

Likewise the Commentary to draft Rule 3(b)(lXAXi) and draft Rule 11(c)(2) needs to be
appropriately revised and clarified. Thus, the Commentary to draft Rule 3(b)(1XAXi) (pp. 6-7) is
false in its opening assertion (p. 6) that the rule "tracks the Act in excluding from the definition of
misconduct allegations '[d]irectly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling."' It does
not. As for the nebulous sentence "Any allegation that calls into question the correctness of an
official action of a.judge - n'ithout more - is merits-related." (p. 6, underlining added). it should
be changed to the more specific:

"Any allegation that calls into question the correctness of an official action of a
judge is n-rerits related, absent an allegation of improper motive."

The Commentary should state that complaints alleging that a judge's official actions were
improperly motivated are required to be parlrcularized as to the facts on which such allegation is
based. This would include the situation misleading presented by the Commentary of "a circuit
chief judge's determination to dismiss a prior misconduct complaint" (at p. 6). Such is certainly
not "merits-related" where the issue is not one of the "correctness" of his determination, but his



wilful and deliberate falsiflcation and omission of the complaint's material facts in his supporting
memorandum in order to dismiss it.

As for the Cornrnentary'to draii Rule l1(c)(2), it is corttained in a single paragraph (p. l7):

"Subsection (c) describes the grounds on which a complaint may be dismissed.
These are adapted fiom the Act and the Breyer Committee Report. 28 U.S.C.

$352(b); Breyer Report. 239 F.R.D. at239-45. Subsection (cXl) permits dismissal
of an allegation that, even if true, does not constitute n-risconduct or disability under
the statutory standard. The proper standards are set out in Rule 3 and discussed in
the Comn-rentary to that Rule."

The wording "adapted fl'om the Act" is false to the extent it irnplies that Subsection (c) is in
corrformity with the Act. It is not. As hereinzrbovc shown, Rule 11(c) rewrites the Act by
improperly converting to a rnandatory directive the discretion that the Act gives to a chief judges

not to dismiss the various categories of complaints delineated at 28 U.S.C. $352(b)(1XA)
sr-rbdivisions (i),  ( i i ) ,  and (i i i ) .  including "directly relatecl to the rnerits of a decision or procedural
rr"rling". As fbr the Commentary's citation to the Brcyer Report, sucli is to its Appendix E of
"Committee Standards fbr Assessing Compliance with the Act". The "Standards" skip the
introductory language of 28 [J.S.C. $352(b) with i ts '"rnzry" language, focusing instead on the
meaning of the subdivisions thcreunder. The (lomnrentan'o1'draft Rule 3(b)(1)(AXi) pertaining to
"nrerits-relatedness'" (pp. 6-8) largely replicates. of\en varbulim, these Breyer Report "Standards"
(pp. 145-151) as to the ntealr irrg ol""directiy related to the merits of a decision or procedural
rul ing" in 28 U.S.C. 5352(bX I  XAXi i ) .

I will separately critiqr"re tl're Breyer Report - including its "Standards". Suf1lce to say that
notwithstanding it eriunciates. albc'it without appropriate clarity, the "n.rerits-relatedness" issue, the
Breyer Report is just as methodologicalll,-flawcd ancl dishoncst as the 1993 Report of the
congressionally-estabiished Natior.r:r l  Commissic'rn on . ludicial Discipl ine and Removal. to which it
ref-ers (at p. l3) as thc "one rna.jor incluiry" into the Ac1. Nor is the Breyer Report more honest
than the subsequent 2002 report of the Federal .lr"rdiciary Center. which it identifies (at p. 13) as
"fbl low-up research on circuit chiefjudge orders dismissing complaints", requested by the chair
and ranking member of the House.ludiciary Committee's colrr ls subcommittee.

Both the 1993 National Comrnission Report and the 2002 Federal Judiciary Center Report have
been the subiect of anaiytical critiqr-res by C.lA, highlighting their deceitful cover-up o1' the
"merits-related" issue - and the Breyer Committee. assisted bir their "professional" staff of the
Administrative Office and Federal Judicial Center. are charged with being conversant with these.

With respect to draft Rule 23 (pp. 36-37), entitled "'Confidentiality". which the Commentary (p.37)
identifies as'"adapted fiom the Illustrative Rules", it - like Illustrative Rule 16 - materially
expands the confidentiality beyond what tl-re statute requires. hrdeed, the Comrnentary to
lllustrative Rule l6 had acknoi,vledged tl'rat the statutorily-required conf-rdentiality "technically
applies only in cases in which an investigatory comnrittee has been appointed". Such candid
admission, ho\r'ever, is gone from the Commentary to the draft rules.


